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Every time you pick up the phone to call a friend, you enter the world of digraphs. The digraph is a combination of two letters that make one sound, as in ph in the phone. In fact, the word digraph contains a digraph. (Can you identify it?) Digraphs may include a combination of consonants or vowels. Let's look at a few examples of diographers, starting with consonants. Digraphs
can make initial sounds and come in the beginning, middle or end of the word. Below we will list each sound, including its use as the original digraph and final digraph. DigraphInitial or Final SoundExamplesch-Initialchair, cheese, baby-chFinallunch, pinch, rich-ckFinalluck, sick, tuckkn-initialknight, knife, knot, acoustics, phrase sh-initialshape, ship, shoe-shFinalbrush, dish, flash-
ssFinalbliss, chess, mess-initialthink, three, thumb-thFinalbath, earth, withwh-initialwhale, that, whywr-initialwreck, wrist, writingOne thing, to note that there are two types of the most common type of That is, it consists of two different letters, such as ck or sh. We also have homogeneous digraphs that consist of two identical letters like ss. Voice digraphs are usually placed in the
middle of words. Of course, this is not always the case as we consider ea digraph pairings that can come at the beginning of the word, as each and at the end of the word as a call. But since they don't have a predominantly case in the initial and final sounds, we'll list the vowel digraphs and then enjoy some examples. DigraphExamplesaigain, maim, stainayday, play, stayeabeach,
read, speakeefeet, peek, sheetiebrief, chief, thiefiecried, pie, tiedoaboat, goat, roadoeloe, toe, woeoeoecanoe, forged, snowshoes, cooks, rocked, zoo, noon boom, noonueargue, blue, rescueuiuicruise, fruit, recruitView - Download PDFDigraphs Also known as digrams, digraphs consist of a pair of two letters. Diphthongs are sounds. In fact, in Greek, the schedule means written.
Also, in Greek, phthong means sound. Diphthongs are interesting, however. They only deal with the sounds that made vowels. Meanwhile, digraphs deal with both vowels and consonants. Digraphs vs. BlendsAll this can make you think about consonant blends too. Here's another interesting difference. Digraphs are letters that come together to make one sound. The mixtures also
contain pairing letters, but every single sound can be heard. In fact, the word mixture contains a mixture. Note the letters B and L. They form an interesting sound, but each letter is distinctly expressed. Another example would be the S and N in the snow. Meanwhile, S and H's show is a digraph. Examples of a digraph in order to Enjoying our website, we ask you to confirm your
identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Search the site freefind advanced vowel digraphs written in two letters. Some of them are one sound. Others, like au or oi, are diphthongs. (Diphthongs contain the basic sounds of both vowels, but they slide together.) This page has some suggestions for sounding digraphs in unfamiliar words. For Vowels plus 'R' (in
words such as CAR, CARE, VERY, AWARE, EAR, BIRD, FUR, BETTER, MORE, etc.), see the other sounds of Vowel English vowels. Learning to pronounce and pronounce English vowels can also improve your reading. (Note: These are standard American pronunciations. Voice digraphs starting with AI or AY are almost always pronounced as long A------/eɪ/ in the International
Phonetic Alphabet. (For exceptions see AIR below Es): bait, bay, brain, daily, not, laid, maid, can, paid, pay, praise, raise, say (but not said - it rhymes with red), wait, way. AU or AW is usually pronounced /ɔː/:audio, auditorium, auto, autumn, horrible, cause, caught, daughter, raw, saw, taught. One common exception is because. At least in my Californian dialect, we pronounce it
with a simple short sound of 'u': be-cuz. (It's the same sound as ou's cousin.) Vowel Digraphs Starting with 'E' EA is often pronounced /iː/ as long E (as in the long vowel rule on the English Vowels page): beans, deception, dream, each, heal, lead (verb), leave, mean, reach, real, talk, team, treat. However, EA is also commonly pronounced as a short E (/ɛ/): already, bread,
breakfast, dead, head, instead, lead (grey substance used in plumbing), measure, ready, spread, weather. There is no definite way to predict which pronunciation a word will use. EE is pronounced with a long E (/iː/) : bee, deep, feed, feel, feel, free, need, see, seed, steep, wood. EI is usually pronounced with a long A (/eɪ/): eight, neighbor, weigh, or with a long E (/iː/) after C:
cheat, get. EU and EW are usually long U (/juː/): or /u:/ AIR, EAR, EER, EIR and EUR As stated on the English Vowels page with the link above, vowels and vowel digraphs follow 'R' to change their sounds. AIR, EAR, EER and EIR can be pronounced in three ways:/ɛər/-air/heir (same pronunciation), naked/bear, fair, hair, steam/pear, ladder/star, their /ɪər /- beer, career, ear,
hear/here, nearby, stear/steer, tired, strange, year/ɜr/- early, earn, land, heard, learn neuron AdvertisingVowel Digraphs Starting I IE, usually pronounced with a long E sound (/iː /) mane, piece. (See. EI.) The old spelling rhyme says: I'm up to E, except after C, or when pronounced, as in the neighbor and weigh.) The combinations of vowel, starting with the 'O' OA pronounced with
O (/oʊ/): bragging, boat, coat, target, soap, throat. OI and OY make /ɔɪ/ sound: boil, boy, dot, soil, toy. OO is pronounced /uː/ as in: food, room, school, soon also instrument, zooor /ʊ/ as inbook, good, look, stood, picked up, understood. OU may be the hardest digraph to guess. Its most common sound /aʊ/: oh, quantity, around, count, doubt, earth, house, mountain, mouth, exit,
rebound, sound, south, thousand, without. It can also make a sound /ɔː/ : bought, cough, fought, ought, thoughts (see AU) , long O (/oʊ/): dough, though, carefully (two syllables, value complete), short U (/ʌ/): country, cousin, double, enough, rough, trouble, young,/uː/: /ju://ʊ/ : or (after R) /ɔr/: OW pronounced /aʊ/: brown, cow, down, as, now, city, or with a long O (/oʊ/blow): grow,
know, low, show, 'U'UE's 'UE' vowels are pronounced /uː/:UI/UY can be uttered /uː/:or sometimes/ɪ///or/aɪ/: A good way to know how these digraphs sound in colloquial English is to listen to a speech or a podcast with a transcript that you can read while you are listening. Check out English Listening Practice.Try Carol Dweck's short TED talk on this page: The Power Of Still
(Believing You Can Improve). She talks about the importance of growth thinking. This means that believing that practicing hard skills can make you smarter rather than proving that you are a loser. I found 22 vowels in the first two minutes, or nearly 60 in total. They are almost all mentioned in the list above. For a more detailed explanation of digraphs and other English vowel
sounds (with practical activities), see this course in English Vowel Sounds and Spelling. You can also like: They can all help you pronounce what you read - or spell what you can say. Home - ESL Reading - Vowel Digraphs Didn't Find What You Needed? Explain what you want in the search box below. (For example, cognates, past strenuous practice, or get along with.)) Click to
see the relevant page on EnglishHints. Searching the site freefind advanced report of this ad In kindergarten, students learn that the letters ch together sound like a chu-chu train. The technical term for two letters that create one sound is a digraph. There are consonant digraphs and vowels of digraphs. Although usually taught in elementary classes (K-2), digraph practice lists are
an important concept of acoustics for readers of all ages. Back As SpellingCity works Consonant digraphs refer to a collaborative set of consonants that form a single sound. Common consonants include sh, h and th. Some digraphs are at both the beginning and the end of the word. Other strictly initial consonants are digraphs like kn, or definitive consonant digraphs like -ck. The
concept of consonants is often introduced in kindergarten, and then in first and second grade. Digraph Original or or Digraph Sample word ch-initial choice, cheese, chicken, chair, chain, baby kn-original knight, knot, know, knife, knit, pounding ph-original phone, photo, acoustics, phrase, doctor, pharmacy sh-original shoe, scream, shark, ship, sheep, screaming th-initial thumb,
throat, thing, three, thin, throw wh-original whale, while, in general, that's when, rich, so , tick, fast, tack, pluck, sick-s final desire, dish, flash, rush, push, brush-ss final chess, dress, mess, miss, bliss, class -tch final hatch, watch, bring, glitch, witch, clutch VocabularySpelLingCity provides consonant Teachers can assign students interactive digraphic and acoustics of the game, as
what original sound? and what is the final sound?, in practice digraph sounds. In these acoustic activities, students gain word experience in writing, visual and auditory form. This helps them connect sounds and letters, strengthening their phonological skills. Voice digraphs are two vowels that generate one sound together when placed together. This includes double vowels like a
long oo in the moon or a short oo in the leg. Other vowels are formed by two different vowels, such as ay in rain or oa in boat. A long vowel sound is usually formed in a vowel digraph. As mentioned above, this rule is simply put as when two vowels walk, the first does the talking (although there are exceptions such as said and shoes). Engaging in digraphed activities, using lists of
practices, can help students to save information and master these words! ai bucket, rain, spot, get, fragile, chain ai stay, play, away, hay, day, say ee legs, leaf, sheep, week, peek, meet ea talk, cheat, be fool, neat, weak, read, beach ea bread, head, thread, spread, lead, tread i.e. field, shield, main, thief, piece, film i.e. pie, tie, lie, crying, tried, flies oh boat, toad, road, go, , fuel,
blue wee fruit, juice, suit, cruise, bruise, dial off the book, foot, look, picked, shook, cookies VocabularySpellingCity offers vowel digraph word lists in addition to acoustic instructions. Word lists can be paired with over 40 digraph activities and plays in class or online for independent word study. Sound it! This interactive acoustics game displays vowel digraphs as a single phoneme
(sound) that allows students to practice the relationship between phonemes (sounds) and graphemas (letters). (letters). vowel digraphs list pdf. vowel digraphs list of words. short vowel digraphs list. split vowel digraphs list. phonics vowel digraphs list. vowel digraphs and diphthongs word list. list of short vowel words with blends and digraphs. list of vowel digraphs and diphthongs
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